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“… Sound quality, impeccable together and
commitment to making the dialogue between the instruments intelligible ... "
(Gaetano Santangelo, Amadeus)
The Indaco Quartet is today considered among the most interesting Italian string quartets of its generation:
Paolo Viola says of the quartet that is formed by “musicians who have achieved a magnificent sound and
exemplary amalgamation, and who have fully entered the elite of the most important Italian quartets”.After
graduating from Fiesole, the Q. I. follows specialization courses with exponents of the major quartets of our
and also perfected himself within the prestigious Accademia Chigiana with which he collaborates by playing
concerts both in Italy and abroad.The quartet was awarded the Scotese Prize in 2017, the "Börsen Club
Hannover" and after winning the special prize "Jeunesses Musicales" at the International Competition "Premio
Paolo Borciani" 2014, was among the finalists of the same Competition in 2017 and has won several
international awards and scholarships."Compact ensemble, full of enamel and exuberance", Q.I. highlights its
artistic qualities in a vast repertoire, from classical to contemporary, with a particular predilection for 19th and
20th century authors.Guest of prestigious music festivals and institutions in Italy, the Quartet also performs
regularly in Germany Switzerland, Ireland, Latvia, Sweden, Portugal, Spain and Holland .He also actively
collaborates with internationally renowned soloists and chamber musicians, including Enrico Bronzi, Avi
Avital, Julian Bliss, Franziska Pietsch, Josu de Solaun, Bruno Canino, Massimo Mercelli, Claudia Barainsky,
Giovanni Scaglione. The quartet recorded for Brillant Classics, Ema Vinci S.r.l. and Sconfinarte in Milan.
Since 2017 he has taken part in the international project Le Dimore del Quartetto and has been a quartet in
residence at the HighScore festival in Pavia and with the Milano Classica orchestra since 2017.
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